Higher

Standards

Korrvu® packaging is shipped flat and assembled on-site, as
needed. The high-performance design can easily be reused
and is made from renewable cellulose paper fibers. It is easily
recycled with common corrugated boxes.

Korrvu Standard
Packaging Program
®

All-Purpose Packaging
Standard Designs

Korrvu® Retention Packaging

Korrvu® Suspension Packaging

Appropriate for a wide array of products
without the custom design process.

Holds a product securely within its
proprietary retention frame and
revolutionary film membrane to provide
engineered protection for a wide range
of applications.

Suspends the product in the airspace
of the shipping container between two
layers of highly resilient, low-slip film.
The package protects from shock and
vibration.

Fast and Easy Start
Short lead-time for delivery of
Korrvu® packaging inserts and outer
cartons. No setup fees, tooling, or
equipment required.

Product

Description Assembled Size Suggested Uses

Standard 1

Retention Box
A one-piece
combination of
retention insert and
RELF outer carton

7.5" × 5.5" × 2"

Hard drives, small circuit boards, cell phones, cameras,
meters & gauges, handheld computers

Standard 2

Retention

11" × 8" × 2"

Circuit boards, books & videos, accessories, cables,
replacement parts, awards & plaques

Standard 3

Retention

14" × 12" × 2.75"

Motherboards, circuit boards, CD ROM drives, hand-held
electronics, computer peripherals, replacement parts

Standard 4

Laptop Pack

17" × 17" × 8"

Laptop computers

Standard 5

Retention

12" × 10" × 5"

Spare parts, electronic assemblies, drives, power supplies,
hand held electronics

Space Savings

Standard 6

Suspension

12" × 10" × 5"

Stores flat reducing storage
requirements.

Digital cameras, consumer electronics, drives, measuring
equipment, optics, glass, ceramics

Standard 7

Retention

11.5" × 2.375" × 13.25"

Fits FedEx medium box and USPS priority mail box 0-1097.
Electronics, circuit boards, framed photos, books, CDs, gifts

Environmentally Sound

Standard 8

Retention

12.5" × 3" × 17.5"

Fits FedEx large box, large circuit boards, gifts, award
plaques, books, electronics

Standard 9

Retention

18.875" × 16.875" × 5"

15" and 17" laptop computers, consumer electronics.

Standard 10

Korrvu® Hybrid™

12" × 10" × 5"

For higher levels of cushioning protection when packaging
lightweight, fragile components like small to mid-sized
electronics, PCB, tablets or cameras. Combines cost benefits
of Retention packaging with performance characteristics of
Suspension packaging.

Proven Protection
Engineered packaging solutions protect
your product from shock and vibration.

Maximum Versatility
Resilient film conforms to a variety
of shapes creating a one-size-fitsmany solution.

Readily recyclable in corrugated
hydrapulping operations and RESY
approved for recycling in Germany.
Reusable for return shipments.
Assembly Instructions available at
http://instructions.korrvu.com
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